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Herein we obtain several almost sure and L, convergence properties of generalized linear 
processes. When the generalized linear process is generated by an orthonormal S, system (which 
includes the classical i.i.d. white noise, L, bounded martingale digerence sequences and weakly 
multiplicative sequences as special cases), it is shown that these convergence properties are 
related to certain second order properties of the process. 
Lacunary systems generalized linear pr.lces!; 1 
almost sure and L,, convergence Hausdorff-Young theorem i 
1. Introduction and summary 
A number of recursive identification and adaptive control algorithms in the 
engineering literature involves the so-called Robbins-Monro and Kiefer-Wolfowitz 
sto%:hastic approximation schemes of the form 
(1.1) 
where c,*, d, are (nonrandom) parameters of the recursion such that 
g is an unknown function satisfying certain conditions, x,, is an unobservable random 
sequence representing the ‘noise’ of the system and g( U,,, d,) +x,, is observed at 
each stage n (cf. [14]). It is well known (cf. [4]) that under certain assumptions on 
g the stochastic approximation scheme U, converges a.s. when x,, is an L2 bounded 
martingale difference sequence (i.e., E(x,, Ix ,, . , , , I;,~ 1) = 0 for all ft and 
sup,, Ejx,, 1’ < 03). In the a,forementioned engineering applications, howe er. the 
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martingale assumption is too restrictive, and a more natural 
s,, is a linear process of the form 
s,, =.h,,F,I +h,E” * +* * * 
model for the noise 
(1.3) 
where the Ei are i.i.d. random variables with zero mean and finite variance and the 
6, are constants such that Cz 6; < CW). As Bium’s proof in [4] shows, under his 
assumptions on g, U,, converges a.s. if it can be shown that x: CJ,, converges as. 
Thus, it is natural to ask what conditions on the linear process xn would guarantee 
the a.s. convergence of 1;” c,,x” under assumption (1.2). Recently we have also 
encountered t5is problem in another application where we study the issue of strong 
consistency of the least squares estimate in multiple regression models when the 
errors form a linear process (cf. [6, 111). 
III the case where {x,} is Gaussian, an answer to the above probllem was recently 
provided by Longnecker and Serfling [16, p. 181. Th’ey showed that if {x,,} is a 
stationary Gaussian sequence with zero mean and covariance function y(k) = 
E~x,~x~ i such that 
[y(k 11 is non-increasing and f !y(k)l < 00, (1.4) 
1 
then for every sequence of constants c,, such that 1: ci < 00, Cy c,x,, converges 
as. As is well known (cf. [l, 7]), condition (1.4) implies that the spectral density 
of f-u,,) is con:inuous and that x,~ is a linear process of the form xn = CT__, 6,, -iFi, 
where the F, are i.i.d. standard Gaussian random variables. In Theorems 1.2 and 
1.3 below WC provide several extensions and improvements of the Longnecker- 
&fling result. In particular, we remove the Gaussian assumtltion, replace (1.4,) by 
a weaker spectral condition, and extend the result to generalized linear processes 
whkh we introduce below. 
Without loss of generality, we can assume E F f = 1 in the linear process rep- 
rcsentation (1.31, so that the i.i.d. sequence {Ei} is orthonormai, i.e., 
EF f = 1 and E(F,F,)=~ fOrdii #j. i 




:I q:rrrcwii~rLi litwrrr proccw gu.w-mun by {F,). where the h,, in (i.6) are constants 
4uch that 
(1.7) 
and 1.i.m. denotes limit in quadratic mean (which exists by (1.5) and (1.7)). As is 
wcil known (cf. [7. p, 349]), every wide-sense stationary sequence {x,,} has rep- 
rcc*entation t 1 .f51 ifl its spectral distribution is absolutely continuous. When the 
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orthonormal ci are i.i.d., the convergence in (1.6) also holds a.s., and the sequence 
{x,} defined by (1.6) is called a linear process. While the linear process model has 
been widely used in the time series and engineering literature (cf. [l, lo]), many 
recent formulations deal with its extension to the case where the orthonormal &i 
form a martingale difference sequence (cf. [2, lo;), in which case the convergence 
in (1.6) also holds a.s. 
Given p > 0, a sequence of real-valued random variables E,, is called a lacunary 
system of order p, or an S, system, if there exists a positive constant K, such that 
for any sequence of real constants c,,, 
(1.8) 
The concept of S, systems was introduced by Banach [3] and Sidon [18] (cf. [B]). 
If {P,~} is an S,, system for every p >O, then it is called an S, system. As will be 
shown in Section 2, the classical i.i.d. *Jvhite noise (with Ej&IJP < 00) and L, bounded 
martingale difference sequences are special cases of S, systems. If {a,} is ortho- 
normal, then equality holds in (1.8) with p = 2 and K,, = 1, Hence, (1.8) can be 
regarded as an L, extension of the orrhonormal situation. 
Let {x,} be a generalized linear process generated by an orthonormal S,, system 
with p > 2. Then in view of (1.7) ar-,d Lemma 2.4, the convergence in (1.6) also 
holds a.s. and in the L,-norm. Furthermore, as will be proved in Section 3, {x,,} 
has the following ergodic property. 
Theorem 1.1. Every generalized linear process {x,} generated by are orthonormal S,, 
system {F,,} with p >2 satisfies the strong law of large numbers; in fact, 
as. and in the L,-norm. 
As pointed out earlier, the Longnecker-Serfling result in [I61 on the a.s. conver- 
gence of linear forms CT c,,x, for a stationary Gaussian sequence {x,,} satisfying 
( 1.4) and square summable constants c, is a special case of part (ij of the following 
general theorem, which relates the as. and L, convergence of linear forms of a 
generalized linear process, and their order of magnitude in case of divergence, to 
the spectral properties of {x,,}. 
Theorem 1.2. Let {c,,} be a sequerzce of real corxtants. Let {s,,} be a gerzcralizrd 
liuear process generated by an orthonormai S, system {F,,} with p p 2. Then {s,,). is 
wide-sense stationary and has a spectral density f. 
(i) Assume that p >2 and ess SU~,~~.,,.~~ f(O) <CO. Then {x,,} is an S, system. 
Moreocer, if CTz c i < 00, then 
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011 the other hand, if z;” c: = 00, then for every S > 0, 
i c,x, = o((u,,(log u, )"'(log log ~,j”+~“~}) as. (1.10) 
, .- I 
where un = cc; c;)“*. A similar result also holds for Cy=_,, cixi if xYm c: = 00. 
(ii) Assume that jiT f’(S) d0 COO for some r 3 1. If Cyw icn12r’fr+1)<q then (1.9) 
still holds. On the other hand, if CT Icn 12”“+” = 00, then (1.10) still holds with 




i .- 1 I 
Since an orthonormal system {E,,} is an SZ system and has a constant spectra1 
density, Theorem 1.2(C) includes as a special case the following classical result of 
MenGov [ 17, Thioreme 121: If {E,.} is an orthonormal system and {c,} is a sequence 
of constants, then 
i IGIl R 
‘X, 
<m for some S > 0 =$ C c,E,, converges a.s. 
I Q. 
As is well known (cf. [ 17]), the weaker condition x?m cz < 00. however, is not 
sufficient for the as. convergence of I?& C,E, for an arbitrary orthonormal system 
(f"l. 
For the case hi = 0 if i c 0 as in (1.3), x,, defined by (1.6) can be viewed as the 
output of the input noise F,, and the past inputs E,,__~, F,,_~, . . . through the (station- 
ary) linear filter defined by the sequence {h,j. Motivated by time-dependent linear 
filters and by spectral representations as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we generalize 
( 1.6) to the form 
(1.11.1) 
where (a,,,] is a double array of complex constants such that 
1 
x /a,, 1’ < X for every jr. (1.11.2) 
1 
When (F,I is an S,, system with p ) 2, it follows from Lemma 2.4 and (1.11.2j that 
the convergence in ( 1.11.1) also holds a.s. and in the Z_,,-norm. We n.)w give another 
extension of the Longnecker-Serfling result so that it can be applied to linear 
tr.insformations of {F,,} of the form ( 1.11) which need not be wide-sense stationary. 
Theorem 1.3. Lee jr,,} IF/r a sequence of complex constants, nud !et {F,,} be an 
crrrhnrzormul S,, system with p 2 2. Defirrc y,, by (I. 1 i ) and let 
pli, ,i) -‘ E(\.,~,)/{(E~~,~‘I~E~~,I’)}“~ J.wtrirlgp(i, j) = 0 if yip, = 0 a.s.), 
pI = sup max{jp(rr, tr -+ k 11, jp(rr, ~1 - k )I}, k = 1, 2, . . . . 
!l 
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Assume that cf pi < 00 for some 1 Q 6 Q 2 and that p > 2 in the case S = 1, 
(i) If C?a (I~~1~Ely,j~)“‘~‘-” <CO, then I?, c,y, converges as. and in the 
L,-norm. 
(ii) If Cy (Ic, 12Ely,, 12)a”2s-1’ = 00, then for every S > 0, 
igl Ciyi =‘Q({Utt(lOg U,)l’p(log log fl.)“+,“‘P}) as. 
where O, ={~~=, (Ici/2E~yi~2)“t2’-“}‘2’-“‘26. 
Proo,‘s of Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 will be given in Section 3, where we further 
discuss the as. and L, convergence properties of Y,~. Note that in the case where 
a,i = b,-i (real) so that y, reduces to the wide-sense stationary sequence xn in (1.6) 
with spectral density f, the condition 1: pfik < 00 with 1 G 6 < 2 in Theorem 1.3 
implies that f E L’(0,2~r), where r-l + a--’ = 1, by the Hausdorff-Young theorem 
(cf. [19]). Thus the spectral assumption of Theorem 1.2 is weaker than the 
correlation assumption of Theorem 1.3 in the wide-sense stationary case. 
2. Properties and examgles of S, systems 
In this section let I denote a set of consecutive integers such that sup I = a). 
Thus, I = {no, no + 1, . . . } for some integer no, or I = (0, *l, *2, . . . }. An important 
class of S,, systems is the following. 
Lemma 2.1. Let {F,,, n ~1) be a martingale differencr sequence such that 
sup,, Elf,, 1’ < CO for some p 22. Then IF”) is an S, system. 
Proof. dy the Burkholder inequality [5] 
Eii$mCi&ilp SAA, E(it,,c?EF)““* (2.1) 
Let r = $p. Since E”‘jCt, Xilr s CL E”‘lxil’ by the Minkowski inequality, it follows 
from (2.1) -hat 
Corollary 2.2. Let E, br irzdependcn: r GndOiii iiiiiiubks such that E En = 0 for (111 fl 
and sup,, El&,, 1’ < CO for some p .a 2. Then {E,,} is an S, system. 
Let p 5e a positive integer. A sequence of random variables F,, is said to bc 
multiplicative of order p if 
Et&,, . s . pi,) =0 foralli,<~ v.<i,. 
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* * tt = CT ciy, alf the sequence {yi} defined by (1.11) can also be written as 
(3.2) 
we can regard the question of as. and L, convergence of the linear form x;” ciyi 
(and likewise also of the linear form x1, ciyi) as the problem of a.s. and L, 
convergence of linear transformations of the type (1.11) on {e,,). We first reF&e the 
I,,> properties of such linear transformations to their Lz properties in the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. l-e! {F,) 613 art orthonormal S, system with p 3 2 and define y,, by (1.11). 
Then for all m, H, 
!%oof. Since {F,,} is an orthonormal sequence, 
Writing n,,, -- u,,,, = c’, + id,, where i = ,i--l, it follows from (1.8) that for every 
x=1.2.... 
N P,‘? 
-, y Ijq x ccf+df) since p 2 2 
,- s 
(35) 
Since 2: ‘,% (~l,,~ - u ,“, IF, converges in probability to y,, - yrn as N + 00 by (1 .1 1 ), we 
obtain (3.3i by letting N --y cc in (3.5) and applying (3.4) and Fatou’s lemma. 
‘I’hc following lcmmc LL reiatcs the as. convergence of a sequence of random 
~ariablcs. and also its c~rdcr of magnitude in case of divergence, to its L,, properties. 
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Lemma 3.2. Let p >q > 0. Let (z,} be a sequence of complex-valued random 
variables. Suppose that there exist nonuegative constants di such that 
E/z,~-z,/‘s( f di)“’ for n > m 22 mo. (3.6) 
j=m+l 
Let D, = CL,+1 dim 
(i) .lf lim,,, D,, < a~, then z,, converges as. and in the L,-norm. 
(ii) If lim,,,, D, = a, then 
2, = ~({D~‘~(log D,,)“‘(log log D,,)(‘+‘)““}) as. (3.7) 
for every S > 0. 
Proof. The inequality (3.6) implies that there exists an absolute constant C,,, 
depending only on p, q such that 
(3.8) 
When the Zi are real-valued, (3.8) has been established by Lclngnecker and Serfling 
[15, Lemma 21. In fact, their argument also applies to random variables taking 
values in a normed linear space if we replace the absolute value in (3.8) by the 
norm. (i) follows immediately from (3.8) and the Chebyshev inequality. To prove 
(ii), let nj = inf{n : D, be’} and note that D,, , , _ 1 -=c en,,,. Let y > 0. By (3.8) 
P max lz,, - z,J z yD!$“(log Dlt,)““(log log D,,,)“cR”” -; 
H, -- n x- 11, ,  1 
s Y “Cp., (D,,, , 1 ..*/D,,)“‘“/{j(logj)‘+“} 
< y ~pcI,,qep’qj-l(log j)--“+s)a 
Likewise, by (3.8), 
P[Iz,,,j 2 yD,‘,/“(log D,,)*“(log log D,,l)“+“‘p]= 
= O(j_ ‘(logj)-“‘“‘), 
Hence, applying the BoreKantelli lemma, we obtain i3.‘7i. 
Corollary 3.3. Let {F,,} be an orthonormaC S, system with p -) 2 arzd define \‘,, b) 
(1.11). 
(i) If lim sup,,,, E/y,, 1’ < CO, then lim supn+- Ely,, 1’ < a, and consequently f,r 
every 8 > 0 
Y,~ = oC(n (log n )(log log n )‘+‘)““) as. (3.9) 
(ii) r;C y,, converges in the L2-uorm, then it also cofzcerges in the L,-norm. 
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(iii) Sldppose that there exist constants di 2 0 and a > 2/p such that 
E]yn --y,,,12s( i di)a furn >m bmo. 
j-m+1 
(3.10) 
If It:,,+ 1 di<W, then as n +a 
yn conuerges as. and in the L,-norm. 
On the other hand, if I:,,+, dj = m, then for every 6 > 0 
(3.11) 
V . 61 = O({cr,,(log cm )“‘(log log O,z)“+Sr’P)) a.s. (3.12) 
tiv) Suppose that E/y,, -y,,,j2 sg(rz -m) for n >m 3 m,,, where g is a positice 
function on the positke integers such that 
and 
lim inf g(Kn )/g(n ) > K 2’p for some integer K B 2, (3.13) 
,, ~* z 
g(i)/g(n) <l+~. (3.14) 
YT&trr for ecery S :y 0, 
v .n =O((l:“2(n )(log n)"P(log log n)“L”‘P}) aas. (3.15) 
Remarks 3.4. (1) Let [e,,} be the orthonormal S, system constructed in Example 
2.5 csec 12.6)). Settinga,i = 2’ i! 8 6 i r~ n and ani = 0 otherwise so that y,, = c:‘=, 2iFi 
and t3101 holds with di = 2’“‘, Example 2.5 shows that the a.s. convergence rate in 
r3.12) cannot be reduced to rr, (log a,)“p(lo~; log cr, 1”‘. Moreover, setting a,,,, = 1 
and CI,, = 0 for i # n so that yn = E,, (2.7) shows that (3.9) may fail to hold with S = 0. 
(2) Let (x,3 be a generalized linear process generated by an orthonormal S,, 
system {F~) with p 22, and let y, = 1; xi, Since x,, is wide-sense stationary, 
Ed?,,--y,,t=E yf. m =g(n -m) for n >m. As shown in [12] conditions (.3.13) 
and i3.14) are satisfied by a large variety of correlation structures for {.I-,,). 
C.oroiIary 3.3(i) and (ii) follow from lemma 3.1. Corollaq. 3.3(iiij follows from 
E .cmmas 3.1 and 3.2, while Corollary 3.3(iv) follows from Lemma 3.1 and a result 
of Lai and Stout [ 13, Theorem 73. We now make use of Corollary 3.3 to prove 
Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3. 
Prttof of Theorem 1.1. Consider the spectral representation x,, = jir einh dZ(A ), 
crc ZIA I is a process with orthogonal increments. Let 
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As is well known (cf. [7, p. 5001) we can write 
for some double array of complex constants such that Cz_, lbkil* -CC M for all k. Let 
yn = C”, = r Zk. Since the Zk are orthogonal, 
Since C;” E]Zk]* SE XT, it follows from Corollary 3.3(iii) (with CI = 1 > 2/p) that 
f Zk converges as. (3.16) 
By a theorem of Gaposhkin [9, p. 2911, (3.16) and the fact that generalized linear 
processes have absolutely continuous spectral distributions (cf. [7, p. 4991) imply 
that (Cy Xi)/n + 0 a.s. Moreover, since the above convergence holds En the Lz-norm 
(cf. [7, p. 489]), it also holds in the Z&norm by Corollary 3.3(u) (with y,, = n -I cy xi). 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Fix II 2 m and let g(6) = ci _ ,,* ck elk’. Setting yk = 
E(xoxk) = s,f” eik’f(8) de, we note that 
E( ,cWt ,,*_,)’ = ,,,_ ;+ n ckchyk Jr = r’^ la#fW df). (3.17) 
Assume that p > 2 and that ess ~upO>;~~~~,f(B) = M < W. Then by (3.17) 
(3.18) 
By (3.18) {x,,} is an Sz system, and therefore, in view of Lemma 3.1, it is also an 
S,, system with p > 2. Hence the desired conclusions (1.9) and (1.10) follow from 
Lemma 2.4. 
Now assume that llfllr = {(2n).-’ &frrfr(0) de}“’ =-=I CO for some r 2 1. Let r- ’ + s ~’ = 
1. By the Holder inequality, 
(3.19) 
Let q = 2r/(r + 1). Then 1 G 4 < 2 s p and 4 ~-I + (2~)~’ = 1. Therefore it follows from 
the Hiilder inequality and the Hausdorff-Young theorem (cf. [19]) that 
il lgl*ll~~ = ilgglL s llgl12.M12.s s (,4 IQ Iq)““- (3.20) 
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By (3.171, (3.19) and (3.20) 
E( i 4’ 5~ 27d/f//,( i IcI$“, 
k =m k=m 
and therefore the desired conclusions (1.9) and (1.10) follow from Corollary 3.3(iii) 
(with a = Z/4 :p 2/p). 
proof of Theorem 1.3. Let p. = 1 and P-k = Pk for k 3 1. Since ET=__, pfik < a0 for 
some 15 6 s 2, there exists an f~ L’(0, HIT) such that ok = ji” eik”f(t?) d0 for all k, 
where r ‘+s ’ = 1, by Hausdorff-Young theorem (cf. [19]). Fix n 3172 and let 
alei = cz. ,,1 IcL 1~~ eik’, where ok = (Elyk12)“2. We note that 
The rest of the proof is therefore similar to that of Theorem 1.2. 
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